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Application in Taiwan: 

ProArc relies on laser cladding of tight internal contours for 

steelworks components 

 

Steel production and processing is a "tough" business – one which 

puts exceptional strain on the tools and components used in it. For 

the repair and functionalisation of their surfaces, the standard 

technique is laser cladding. But standard laser processing heads are 

often not suitable when it comes to internal contour cladding with 

access aperture diameters of less than 100 mm. This is where Pallas 

GmbH & Co. KG offers a solution with its iClad® processing head for 

laser cladding of internal contours. This device facilitates laser 

cladding in access aperture diameters down to 30 mm and to a 

working depth of up to 1,000 mm, enabling critical components to be 

rebuilt or enhanced with wear protection coating. One of the 

companies that rely on this technology is the United ProArc 

Corporation, a renowned manufacturer of industrial CNC cutting 

system, CNC drilling machines and welding automation equipment 

located in Taiwan. For Taiwan's leading steel producer and plant 

manufacturer ProArc has built a robot-controlled welding manipulator 

with a standard processing head for external laser cladding of worn 

components and the special Pallas processing head for the internal 

laser cladding of cylinders using chrome replacement. 

 

United ProArc Corporation was founded in Taoyuan in the northwest of 

Taiwan in 1966. Today, its products are well-established around the world. 

The quality and performance of its systems – whether CNC flame cutting 

machines for laser and plasma cutting of plates and pipes, CNC plate 
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drilling machines, welding turntables or welding manipulators – are the 

reason for the excellent reputation it enjoys worldwide among machining, 

steel processing, automotive and aerospace industries. With its team of 80 

employees and its state-of-the-art facility, ProArc is an established name 

for high-quality CNC metal working systems and welding manipulators. Its 

strong focus on innovation and substantial investment in research and 

development – routinely over 5 % of its annual turnover – contribute 

significantly to securing this market position. For years, ProArc's expertise 

in machining processes, cutting systems and surface engineering have also 

made it the partner of choice for  Taiwan's leading steel producer and plant 

manufacturer. After positive experiences with the CNC cutting machine 

MASTER 60, the steel producer  commissioned ProArc with the 

construction of a welding machine with processing heads for the laser 

cladding of damaged external and internal contours. In addition to the 

proven reliability of ProArc systems, the company's comprehensive 

consultation and support regarding the design of the manipulator was a 

decisive factor for placing the order. In search of the appropriate diode 

laser and internal laser processing head, Sam Hsieh, Senior Engineer, and 

Steven Hung, Assistant Service Manager at ProArc, travelled to Germany 

to visit Laserline. This leading manufacturer of diode lasers, for its part, 

relies on manipulators made by ProArc. Since Pallas is also one of 

Laserline's strategic partners, it made sense to acquaint the visitors from 

Taiwan with Pallas's iClad® internal laser processing head. 

 

1,000 mm working depth 

In its smallest version, this special processing head for precision process 

optimisation of internal contours – cladding, hardening or alloying – has an 

external diameter of 27 mm. This allows a working depth of 1,000 mm 

through an access aperture of just 30 mm. The iClad® consists of three 
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modules: collimation, lens barrel and powder nozzle. These can be adapted 

to customer specifications, enabling the processing head to be attached to 

all conventional laser sources. All the necessary assemblies for beam 

guidance, beam formation and process media feed are housed in a suitably 

optimised casing. Integrated active water cooling protects the processing 

head from overheating. Shielding gas prevents deposits on or damage to 

the lenses, and additional protection for the optical path is ensured through 

shield gas flushing. The interfaces on the processing head for optical fibre 

and process media feed are designed and configured to customer 

specifications. Using CNC- or robot-control, coatings and geometries with 

thicknesses ranging from one tenth of a millimetre up to several millimetres 

can be accomplished in the bores. For such 2D or 3D applications, the pipe 

to be treated is rotated around the fixed processing head. Here, the working 

distance between the head and the component surface is only 5 to 12 mm. 

Different laser beam angles are selected depending on the positioning of 

the working point: 30° to ensure precise coating into the angles of blind 

bores; 90° for through bores. The laser head is equipped with 

corresponding nozzles and can be inserted into the bore vertically or 

horizontally, as preferred. There, the laser beam melts the surface of the 

component together with the powder sprayed in through the nozzle. In this 

melt pool, the two materials join metallurgically into a dense coating with 

low dilution. The strictly localised heat input minimises the thermal impact, 

thus preventing component warpage, undercutting or loss of hardness in 

the base material. 

 

Internal contour cladding using chrome replacement 

For deployment at the steel producer and plant manufacturer, ProArc chose 

an iClad® processing head Type 42-1,000 with a 42 mm external diameter 

suitable for access aperture diameters of 50 mm or higher and attachable 
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to a 16 kW diode laser. It is to be used for the internal contour cladding of 

damaged pipes and keyways made of high chromium content steel in order 

to give these components, which are subjected to high temperatures, long-

lasting protection against wear and corrosion by coating the iron-based 

carrier material with Inconel 625 or high chromium content steel. 

Calculating with the 3 mm focal spot size selected by ProArc, the required 

working depth and the area of surface to be treated, the coating process is 

expected to take at least four hours per cylinder. As ProArc had so far had 

no experience with iClad®, Pallas's offer also included the commissioning of 

the special laser head, as well as training and service in Taiwan. After 

completing the construction and assembly of the manipulator, ProArc 

equipped it with a control system that was also developed in their own 

facility. For the installation of the iClad®, however, the on-site advice and 

support of Pallas Managing Director Stephan Kalawrytinos and Rodion 

Honisch, Head of the Laser Department at Pallas, was required. Their first 

step after the iClad® had been installed at ProArc was to take it apart again 

in order to explain the operation of the laser processing head to Sam Hsieh 

and Steven Hung. This involved dismantling the head into its component 

parts and showing the ProArc engineers where the individual components 

are installed, and how they are exchanged and operated. To round off this 

intensive – and very practical – training, the Pallas and ProArc teams 

worked together to assemble the iClad®. This was followed by a briefing on 

welding. On the basis of initial flat weldings and coatings, Pallas calculated 

the relevant parameters for the application of the iClad®. This also revealed 

a concrete need for consultation regarding location-specific conditions. 

Because ProArc's powder feeder was situated relatively far away from the 

equipment, there were initial irregularities in the flow of the powder. With 

pertinent suggestions, Pallas helped to bridge this long stretch and ensure 

trouble-free flow of the powder. And Pallas expertise also came in handy 
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during the setting of the parameters for the specific powder that the steel 

producer and plant manufacturer had selected. This chrome replacement 

material is highly corrosion-resistant and, with a hardness of 58 Rockwell, 

extremely abrasion-resistant. Pallas had already worked with this particular 

powder in its own facility and was therefore able to include specific, real-

world advice in its consultation. For example, one special characteristic of 

this coating material is that – unlike chrome, which can only be applied in 

layer thicknesses in the micrometre range – chrome replacement allows 

application of a thick layer. This means that the steel producer can 

accomplish its planned protective coating process with a single coat. 

 

No wonder, then, that the feedback on this collaboration with the German 

surface engineering experts was positive. "Our first contact with Pallas was 

at Laserline, which is also where they made the offer to provide on-site 

training at our facility in Taiwan," says ProArc's Senior Engineer Sam 

Hsieh. And he continues: "During the training, the Pallas team were really 

friendly and helpful – it was a great experience!" Before delivery to 

Taiwan's steel producer and plant manufacturer , ProArc conducted 

comprehensive system checks with the iClad®. In eight-hour endurance 

tests, the special laser processing head had to demonstrate that it could 

meet the tough demands of operation in a steelworks. To this end, ProArc 

coated a total of six round pipes and one 4,000 x 1,200 mm plate with the 

slender laser processing head. Both ProArc and the steel producer were 

delighted with these test results. Their unanimous feedback: "The iClad® is 

very stable and very precise!" 
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Pallas GmbH & Co. KG 

The company Pallas GmbH & Co. KG, headquartered in Würselen near 

Aachen, is a technological leader in the field of surface engineering that 

offers a complete range of surface treatment processes from a single 

source: electroplating, thermal coating, non-stick and plastic coating as well 

as laser treatment. By combining the advantages of thermal, mechanical 

and electromagnetic procedures and working materials, Pallas develops 

application-specifically optimised surfaces for heavy-duty components or 

tools. For over 50 years now, this owner-managed family business with its 

circa 35 employees has regularly set new standards in the field of technical 

and decorative surfaces. In key industrial applications like tool- and mould-

making, for sealing and bearing seats, rollers or drill pipes, Pallas offers the 

attractive option of rapid repair as an alternative to time- and cost-intensive 

replacement with brand new components. 
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Picture 1-4: ©  Pallas 

Picture 1: For access aperture diameters of less than 100 
mm, the iClad® processing head from Pallas is the perfect 
solution for repairing damaged contours.

Picture 3: The interfaces on the processing head for 
optical fibre and process media feed are designed and 
configured to customer specifications. 

Picture 2: From aperture diameter down to 30 mm, the 
iClad® from Pallas facilitates the entire spectrum of laser 
cladding for repair and protection of the inner contours of 
critical components.

Picture 4: The ProArc automatic welding machine in 
function test with the iClad®. 
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Picture 5-11: ©  Pallas / ProArc

Picture 5: Turnkey solution of welding and cladding 
system by ProArc with the special Pallas processing 
head is used for the internal coating of cylinders 
using chrome replacement.

Picture 6: The iClad® processing 
head Type 42-1,000 with a 42 
mm external diameter in 
endurance test at ProArc.

Picture 7: The various parameters regarding 
coating type and application were optimally 
adjusted in numerous tests, also with the 
support of Pallas.
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Picture 8: The laser beam melts the surface 
of the component together with the powder 
sprayed in through the nozzle.

Picture 9-11: Both ProArc and the steel producer were delighted with the test results and the stable 
and precise operation of the iClad®.
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